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英国北西部日英協会
Japan Society North West
NEWSLETTER
Pathways to Japan

Lining the paths of the shinto shrine Fushimi Inari Taisha in Kyoto are thousands of torii gates. The
gates are all donations from individuals, families or companies. The Inari spirit is considered to be
the protector of grains, especially rice, and has thus historically been associated with wealth. Company officials often make offerings to Inari shrines in the form of barrels of sake or torii gates.
A new use for torii gates has been found. Mini-torii gates are put in
areas where people had been dumping trash illegally. They cost 5,000
yen each and are easy to set up. So far they have proved remarkably
effective. Cheaper than setting up a security camera, and more costeffective than sending patrols out to monitor illegal dumping spots.
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The Memory of Obon
Obon, like Osho-gatsu (New Year), is the time
we Japanese welcome ancestors’ spirits. There
are almost as many different customs as there
are different towns in Japan as to how we do so.
This is the memory of Obon in my childhood in
the specific location where I was living.
When I was little, I was living in a small town
in the northern part of Kyoto prefecture, on the
Japan Sea coast. The coastline was beautiful,
designated as a part of a National Park, with
many white sandy beaches and pine trees which
are very typical of Japanese beaches. In summer, so many tourists came for sightseeing and
to swim in the ocean (yes, in most parts of Japan, sea water is very warm in summer), and
the roads in the town were jammed with tourists’ cars as far as my eyes could see. But by far
the most popular event of summer was fireworks and “tourou nagashi” (lantern floating)
on August 16th. Many huge sightseeing buses
flocked to our town for that day.
The city would distribute a few lanterns for
each household, or actually, lantern-making
kits. A kit consisted of Japanese paper, bamboo
sticks, and something to make a bottom of the
lantern. The bottom used to be a thin, square,
and flat piece of Styrofoam, but it was changed
to a flat, round woven mat made of straw, due
to the consideration of the environment (i.e., the
latter is bio-degradable). We would assemble a
lantern from them; stick the bamboo sticks at
the corners to make a square shape, and put
Japanese paper, which was already made cylindrical, on top of the bamboo sticks to make it
like a lantern. And at the center of the bottom
we inserted a nail so that a candle would stand.
Before we would put the paper on, my mother
would write names of the recently deceased on
the paper, with her beautiful calligraphy skills.
The names included my grandparents (my
grandparents died very early, and I knew only
one of them) and all our cats and dogs that had
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died by the year. We usually were given two
lantern-making kits, one red, and the other
white.
On the last day of Obon, I would take a shower
in the early evening after a hot and humid
summer day, and change into a brand-new Yukata that my mother hand-sewed. I was very
proud in that new, pretty yukata, and was excited to head for fireworks and lantern floating.
My whole family would walk to the breakwater, and in the dusk, we lit the lantern. It was
always breezy and I remember it was a very
tricky business to try to light the candle in the
breeze. Once done, then we would reach down
to float the lantern on the water. It was very un-

nerving to see the lanterns, hence the spirits,
off.
Only when the wind blew cooperatively, the
fragile lanterns would go smoothly out on the
ocean and kept going toward the horizon. When
they did go smoothly to the horizon and disappeared from the view, as a child, I truly believed that that was where the spirits would fly
away from the lantern to the sky above. When it
was windy, the lantern would tip over and either the candle inside got wet and the light went
out, or the whole lantern would burn up. When
that happened, I felt so sorry for the spirits that
I believed were on the lantern. I thought they
had to fly away much sooner than they intended. If the lantern carried the names of my
beloved pets, the agony was even more, because my pets and I were very close.
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By the time the locals finished floating their
lanterns, fireworks would start, and they lasted
for at least one hour. Beaches were absolutely
packed with tourists and locals. It was a spectacular view, with fireworks above in the sky,
and the water beneath was colored by red and
yellow of countless lanterns.
When the fireworks were finally over, it was
the time for Bon-odori. A tall little stage had
been set up in the middle of the beach (the
beach area was very large), and local Geishas
would start the music; some sang, and others
play Shamisen (a three-stringed Japanese
guitar-like musical instrument), and yet other
Geishas would start dancing around the stage,
wearing very chic white and navy yukata, to
encourage the public to join. But we were often
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rather discouraged, because they were too good.
But gradually, one by one started to join, until it
became a large circle, two circles, and three circles. I joined them after a while, but I was always very shy. Bon-odori was some sort of a
letting-the-steam-off opportunity for usually
modest Japanese people, somewhat reminiscent
of ancient times when people would dance for
God. I never stayed till late and don’t know
how late they kept dancing. Even after I left,
the image of people’s shadows on the ground
moving back and forth while they danced, lingered on and the voice and the music of the
Geishas kept echoing in my head.
The last day of Obon was the climax of summer. After Obon, the ocean would become noticeably rough, and we were told not to go
swimming in the ocean after Obon. Our town
would return to a quiet small town after Obon
with all the tourists gone. Pretty soon, we
would start hearing crickets at night, and that
hot, humid summer would come to an end.
Probably because of the anticipation of the end
of summer, whenever I think about my childhood memory of Obon, I cannot help feeling a
little sentimental.
Yuko Heath

Annual General Meeting 2007
Your New Committee
The JSNW Annual General Meeting was held on Rob Bierman, Andrew Clare, Joe Connell, John
Saturday 2 June 2007 in Padgate Community
Croall (Newsletter), Nigel Cordon (Events), AnCentre, Warrington. It was preceded by an excel- gela Davies (Chairman), Kevin Howes (Treaslent talk by Steve Smith of the Northern Token
urer), Alice Hynes (Vice-Chairman), Cathy Peel,
Society entitled ‘Tsuji Giri - Cutting at the Cross- David Willis (Membership). The committee
roads’. Steve has provided an article based on his thanked retiring members Steve Fensom and
talk which will be included in a future edition of Louise Croall for all their hard work.Thanks also
this newsletter.
to Gail Cordon for organising and providing such
Attendance at the AGM was excellent with more delicious refreshments for the event. (Especially
the chocolate cake. Ed.)
than 20 members attending and electing the
committee.
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National Event
Japanese Embroidery World Exhibition
Held every four years in a new world city, works are put on display from the Japanese Embroidery
Center and Kurenai-Kai workshops, as well as by students from the US, Japan, Canada, UK, Australia, New Zealand, and other nations across the globe. The 2007 exhibition will be located in Cambridge, UK, as befits the rapidly growing interest in Japanese embroidery in Europe. For more information please visit:
http://www.japaneseembroidery.com/

Poetry by Judy Kendall
Judy Kendall is a poet and Lecturer in Creative Writing at University of Salford. She spent
almost seven years in Japan, and the first
poem, ‘The True Artist’ dates from this time.
The second, ‘Larksong’ was written soon after
her return to the UK. The third ‘Salford
Quays’ was written recently as part of a sequence of poems about Salford. Here Judy
tells us the background for the first poem:
‘The True Artist’ is from my
unpublished collection Joy
Change and was composed
while I was living in Kanazawa, a provincial town in
Japan that is very strong in
traditional arts. My study of
the kata or set movements in
Noh, kyogen and kabuki and
also in tea ceremony and
koto-playing, all inform this
poem. In all these disciplines much emphasis is
not only placed on the kata but on silent copying of the teacher, without much explanation or
‘fuss’. The teacher is unquestionably revered.
The epigraph from the Noh master Zeami’s
words on the art of Noh acting serves as a reminder of another aspect to work in the traditional arts: the art, not the teacher or the artist,
predominates, and so the true artist will forget
or lose a sense of self when in performance.
This ‘truth’, if that is what it is, came through in

my experience of a somewhat revolutionary
event at a local art café in Kanazawa. An audience of about twenty people paid to watch a
traditional sweet maker at work. Apart from
me, I think everyone was Japanese. Set in front
of us on a stage, the sweet-maker worked at a
long table, turning out different kinds of Japanese sweets deftly and skilfully. He performed
in white overalls and cap and, mostly, in silence. It was hot work and he was sweating. We
watched almost like an audience at the theatre
and sampled his wares as they
were produced and passed
round on trays. The sweets
were made of kanten (agar,
gelatin), azuki (adzuki red
bean), goma (sesame), mamaredo (jam), and an (sweet
bean paste). The whole event
seemed to form a celebration
of the traditional skill of
sweet-making, not of the particular sweet-maker, who remained silent and
almost hidden behind his overalls, his sweettrays and the skilful movements of his hands.
The whole experience seemed, too, to challenge
the more traditional artistic hierarchy, in which
the art of Noh would be placed far above such a
craft. Such an event was typical of the new artistic yet conservative community of this town,
which, particularly in this café, focussed on
subverting the old order yet retaining its values
in celebrations of other, often overlooked, traditional skills and artisans.
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Larksong

"...conceals even from himself his own intent”,
Zeami, in ‘The Art Of Noh’

his notes ring together
the heather pricks my face
greenness in heaven

The confectioner performs
with silence
and no fuss.

(published in The Drier The Brighter,
Cinnamon Press, 2007)

Attired in white cap and overalls,
he cups sweet rice paste
into wafer cases,

Salford Quays early light song and dance

leaving his place occasionally
for water, and to wipe his face
of cinnabar.

a heron dips and curves
its thread-thin throat
silly with cold

His hands, active,
deft, smooth, floury
and scriptless,

illogically taut
anchored to sky-moorings
the ship-chain has almost snapped

his face, expressionless
- as if he isn't
in,

painted black rowers
huddle and skim against
the deepening sunrise

he shapes floppy triangles of sweet,
dough balls on sticks - pure sugarcoated
kanten, azuki, goma, mamaredo, an.

taking off from the water
the swans, angled low,
arrow their silent necks:
a rush of air calls at each wing-beat

Upcoming JSNW Event
Building a Japanese Garden
Sunday 2 September 2007

10:30 am to 3:30 pm

Would you like to plan and create your own
traditional Japanese Garden? Then this full day
workshop at Ness is a must for you. We are fortunate to have the world famous Professor
Masao Fukuhara who will talk about how different styles of Japanese gardens are designed
during the morning session and then do a
'hands-on' practical demonstration in the after-

noon.
Cost: TBA
Venue:
The Lecture Room,
Ness Botanic Gardens,
Ness, Neston, South
Wirral
CH64 4A
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Event Reviews
STROLLING MIDST THE BLUEBELLS
Ohanami Bluebell Walk on Sunday 29 April
2007 was our way of celebrating Japan’s
‘Greenery Day’. As we didn’t have cherry
blossom to view (‘Ohanami’) we did the
next best thing and strolled amongst
Britain’s most popular wild flower,
the bluebell.
Arley Hall is a lovely Jacobean
Mansion that has been the
home of the Ashbrook family
for 13 generations. Our party
of 22 was fortunate to be taken
around the extensive grounds by
one of its residents - Viscount Ashbrooke’s brother in law, the latest occupant of part of the mansion. He provided a very thorough and illuminating history
of the family, house and gardens as well as the
wild life and plants of the beautiful 6 acres
beech woodland. The lighting was perfect to
enhance the spectacular swathes of

Haiku in the Gardens -joint meeting with the
British Haiku Society and the Japanese
Garden Society (JGS)

bluebells across the woodland areas that are
normally closed to the public.
Afterwards there was opportunity to explore
the award winning gardens, created over the
last 250 years by successive generations
of the same family and said to be
amongst the finest in Britain and
Europe. Also, as we had been
blessed with weather suitable
for a summer’s day, the refreshment rooms and icecream parlour proved popular
and a number of us enjoyed
our picnic lunches in the Grove,
a well established arboretum,
where cool copses and the shade of
the trees brought a very pleasant morning walk to an end. This very ‘English’ experience proved a popular group visit – sadly,
though, only one Japanese member of our Society joined us for the tour. If other Japanese
members have suggestions for activities they
would particularly like to try, please do drop
us a line or phone one of the committee.
again, as other scenes become visible.

Over 40 people attended the event, including 17 from the JSNW. It rained very heavily but this did not dampen spirits too much!
Walkden Gardens are public gardens managed by Trafford MBC and which contain a
Japanese garden built by members of the
JGS over the last three years.
The Walkden garden is an attempt to create
the feel of a garden as it might be seen in
Japan. The path through the garden is deliberately winding, providing many different
scenes as the visitor walks along it. Walking
back the other way, the garden looks different
VISIT OUR WEBSITE AT WWW.JSNW.ORG.UK	
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Committee Member Profile
Alice Hynes,
Vice Chairman
I first became
interested in
Japan and all
things Japanese after visiting the Great
Japan Exhibitions in the 1980s at the British Museum in
London. My partner Paul Cantell and I were
also keen on Japanese film, following the work
of directors such as Kurosawa, Mitsoguchi. As
an English graduate, I became an enthusiastic
reader of Japanese literature including The
Tales of Genji, and Japanese poetry such as
tanka and haiku. Later on a Channel 4 series
also got us hooked on Sumo. Our interest really
become more of a passion when a close friend
moved to Japan to teach English and we had the

chance to spend 3 weeks travelling around and
meeting Mandy’s students and friends. We visited Kyoto being captivated by the gardens and
seeing some Kabuki theatre; going to Tokyo
and seeing our hero Chionofuji, in a sumo tournament and making a pilgrimage to the graves
of the 47 Ronin. We stood quietly in Hiroshima,
watched the sunset at Miyajima and coped with
sleeping on the floor in rooms where all the
walls were moveable. Moving to the North
West has allowed me more access through the
JSNW to aspects of Japan I knew less about
and people with more knowledge and similar
interests. Thanks to Taka I also consolidated
my appreciation of Japanese food. In particular
I have been able to work with the Northern
group of the British Haiku Society and develop
my understanding of that particular Japanese
literary genre. Our latest interest is the animation of the Ghibli studio and we are saving up
to make another trip to Japan in a year or two.

Membership discount
Rare, unusual or unique?
Tansu is based within Redbrick Mill in Batley,
West Yorkshire. Open 7 days a week Monday –
Friday 9.30 – 5.30 late night Thursday to 8.00
Saturday 9.00 – 6.00 and Sunday 11.00 – 5.00.
Tansu boasts the largest collection of Japanese
antique furniture in Europe with a variety of
boxes and chests ranging from the small calligraphy boxes and Hari Bako (sewing box)
through to the highly practical Kaidan Dansu
(staircase chest). Whilst the majority of the
pieces are from the Meiji period (1868 - 1912)
some date back to early 18th century.
Over the 15 years or so that Tansu have been
trading many unusual objects have found their
way into the showroom but perhaps none more
so than a Head Box - fortunately without the
head!

If necessary a contract would be taken out
against an offender - the contractor would then
be expected to fulfil the contract and, depending on the severity of offence, return to his employee presenting the necessary evidence of the
fulfilled contract - a little like Jezebel and poor
old John the Baptist! Our Head Box provided
several weeks of fascination to our customers
and indeed was a very big talking point in our
showroom - indeed we were saddened when it
was sold and wondered greatly what it was going to be used for in the future!!
We would be delighted to welcome any Society
member to our showroom - special discount
rates apply on production of membership card.
For more info see
http://www.tansu.co.uk/
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THE BIRDS OF HAIKU

Calendar of Events

by Martin Lucas,
British Haiku Society
Hototogisu / Little Cuckoo,
Cuculus poliocephalus

Like
o u r
own cuckoo,
t h e
Little Cuckoo
o
f
Japan is a summer
visitor. It is also a
nest
parasite, often picking on the
wren or the uguisu to host its
eggs. Its favoured habitat is
broadleaved forest, and although it is not uncommon, it
is shy and much more frequently heard than seen. The
call is a distinctive combination of five notes, unlike the
double note of our cuckoo.
Legend has it that it sings eight
thousand and eight times before it dies. It is featured in 34
haiku and one tanka in the
summer section of Blyth’s
Haiku. It is the prefectural
bird of Kagawa and Okayama.
Farther and farther away it
goes—
The lantern:
The voice of the hototogisu.
Chōchin no
shidai ni tōshi
hototogisu
Shiki
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2007
Three other species of cuckoo
breed in Japan: the common
cuckoo of Eurasia; Hodgson’s
Hawk Cuckoo, and the Oriental Cuckoo, or tsutsudori. The
latter is a fairly common summer visitor to mountainous areas from Shikoku and central
Honshu northwards. Its call is
described as a deep melancholic piping, which leads me
to suspect that it is the prime
candidate for the other cuckoo
of haiku, the kankodori, whose
voice Blyth also describes as
“melancholy”. It features in
15 of Blyth’s Haiku.

July 14th 2 pm

Talk on Natsume Soseki by Dr
Damian Flanagan, Manchester Art
Gallery
September 2nd
10:30 am to 3:30 pm

Building a Japanese Garden with
Professor Fukuhara
Ness Gardens
October

Japanese language with Angela
Davies
December

Bonenkai!

2008
July

Left behind
By the previous tenant;
The voice of the kankodori.

Liverpool Japan Day!

Senjū no
tsukewatari nari
kankodori
Issa

Editor: John Croall
Contributers: JC,Yuko Heath,
Nigel Cordon, Cathy Peel, Judy
Kendall, Alice Hynes, Martin Lucas
(BHS).
Cover Photo: Kevin Howes
Contacts:
Event coordinator: Nigel Cordon
email (preferred):
events@jsnw.org.uk
or tel: 01925 728448
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